
 

 

Go 
on…you know there’s a wannabe farmer in you waiting to come out… what’s 

stopping you?... work?...time?…weather?...family commitments? 

 

Join the GROWING movement. 

We are starting up a Community Supported Agriculture program that allows 
members to invest in the production, growing and distribution of locally grown 
produce. 

Want to be more involved in the production of the food that goes onto your plate 
but don’t always have the time or the know-how? We are proud to be an honest hub 
of environmentally minded growers who farm with nature and have you at the 

heart of everything we do; from the kitchen garden to the playground, from the 
workplace back to the home…it doesn’t matter where, you can be part of this.  The 
rest of Europe is already doing it; we’re just playing catch up! 

In essence it’s a veg box scheme, but the difference is as a member your 
subscription directly pays for the cost of growing in advance so the farmer knows 
how much to grow, for who and when…no waste.  The result is locally grown food, 
a chance to dig out your hoe if you want to, or simply enjoy the spoils whilst making 
a real contribution to sustainable farming.   

We’re small now and debuting with Chadlington Kitchen Garden.  As members, 

you’ll get a say into what we grow next year and receive updates on the highs and 
lows of growing crops.  Each week in the growing season you’ll receive a basket of 
fresh vegetables and salads straight from the kitchen garden reflecting the realities 
of the season with varieties chosen for flavour rather than shelf life and 
transportation.  No lengthy food miles, no extra packaging jamming up your 
recycling bin, just tasty food, colourful, sometimes wonky, just you and local 
farmers investing in each other and enjoying the good life and REAL FOOD… then 
there’s the recipes, our ‘edimentals’, our wild cooking, our real food events… and 
the cider… 

Ok, we know you don’t want to miss out - It’s early days but we’d like to know who 

you are and make sure you’re on the list for receiving our first crop later this year 
and to fill you in on our events. 

We‘d be delighted to hear from anyone who would be interested in joining us as a 
member, cultivator, volunteer, sideline supporter, or just to find out more.   

Contact Emma for more details: chadlingtonkitchengarden@gmail.com   

Chadlington Kitchen Garden 
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